
Actors Workshop Louisville 

Classes/ Workshops

A place for the actor

Screen Test Industry Prep
$125.00

Acting Consultation 
Agency Prep
Resume and Head-shots
5 min Audition Prep 
Time in Front of Camera 
2 Acting Head-Shots
Video Sent via Dropbox

Screen Test: Acting Reel Deal 
$175.00

Rehearse 2 monologues
Light Setup
Wardrobe Consultation 
Set Decoration
Time in Front of Camera 
2 Acting Head-shots
Video Sent via Dropbox

2018

Headshot
$90.00

4 High Quality Photos
2 Dramatic and 2 Commercial 
2 outfit Changes 
Light setup 
Photos are delivered in 24- Hours! 
Including Behind the Scenes photos

ADVANCED ACTING CLASSES

$350.00

8 Classes focusing on creating a dynamic character engaged in an 
immediate situation. Each student will work on a monologue or scene 
that enhance their skills in creating a well rounded character. 

Students will get a recording of their final performance. 
Video can be used on Youtube and acting websites like Actors 

Access and Backstage. 

Character Development

Monologue Audition for the Camera
$250.00

5 Classes focusing on developing a monologue for your 
auditions. Are you a comedic actor? Like to play more dramatic 
roles? What is the character you want to create and develop so 
casting directors can see that. This is an intensive monologue 
workshop that will teach you how to enhance a performance by 
embracing your character and living in the moment.

Screen Test: Discover You
$100.00

Acting Consultation 
2 Acting Head-shots 
Light Setup 
Rehearsal/Read 
Time in Front of Camera
Video sent via Dropbox 

Action Stillness & Camera
$350.00

8 Classes focusing on the concept of acting for the camera and 
balance the relationship between character, space and audience. The 
result of this class is a more compelling characterization that will 
serve actors while having their moments in front of the camera. 

This workshop will help bring stillness and control to any scene 
and any shot. Students will learn breathing techniques as well as 
focusing tools. 

Creating Compelling Character
$500.00

12 Classes designed to give actors the tools they need to create a 
compelling character through releasing their imagination and channeling 
clarity and specificity. Each scene you work on will illustrate a specific aspect 
of acting with the text, like given circumstances, beats, wants and needs, 
subtext and more. 

Each student will perform on stage in front of an audience and get his/
her performance recorded and edited into a reel that they can share on 
Actors Access and their websites and social media. 

Private Coaching 
$40.00/ hour

Wherever you are in your journey 
as an actor. We can help guide you. 

Payment Plans Available


